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two new works of mormon bibliography have made the world of
mormon studies a friendlier place 1 completed after decades of ofpainstakingpainstaking
compilation and analysis these volumes bring to the public the expertise of
several senior LDS scholars while both books contain the words bibliogra-
phy and mormon in their titles they are nevertheless very different publica-
tions indeed the crawley volume in addition to being a bibliography
might also be described as a narrative history of LDS printing during the
churchschurche formative years in contrast the tome by alienallenailen walker whittaker
mauss and reynolds is a reference tool that directs students ofMormonism
to thousands of secondary sources most of which were produced during
the twentieth century

A descriptive bibliography of the mormon church is to put it simply
the best available source on early mormon printing and publishing after
nearly thirty five years of collecting researching analyzing and writing
crawley a recently retired BYU professor of mathematics has produced a

volume the first of a projected three volume set unmatched in its histori-
cal details of early mormon printing for crawley this is not unfamiliar
territory over the years he has produced several smaller more selective
mormon bibliographies 2

readers do not ordinarily peruse bibliographies from cover to cover
but this book is written well enough that I1 willingly did just that this
finely produced volume is a list of the incunabula of mormonism the
defining publications of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
from the churchschurceschurche inception through 1847 but this exceptional book is far
more than a simple list of early mormon books pamphlets and broad
sides while other sources available in the past twenty years3yearse have provided
the same bibliographic information Crawcrawleyleyss volume is set apart by its
extensive nonbibliographicbibliographicnon details that add meat to the dry bones of typi-
cal bibliographies the book includes biographical sketches of authors
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editors publishers and printers as well as details on mormon printing
establishments presses typefacestypefaces size ofprintoffprintofprint runs bindings printing costs
wholesale and retail prices and much more

A descriptive bibliography begins with an insightful historical intro-
duction to the first twenty eight years4yearse of mormonism with the churchschurche
seminal publications in mind next is the bibliography proper which is

comprised of 345 numbered entries arranged chronologically with each
entry including an often lengthy exposition of the historical context in
which the book was printed the end of each entry gives the appropriate
flake number 5 a dennis numberg when applicable and a census oftheodtheof the col-
lecting repositories that hold an original of the item the book concludes
with endnotes a list of library codes with their corresponding libraries
and three valuable indexes author title biographical and subject

occasional photographic reproductions of selected title pages 51 of
the 345 entries provide an important visual feel for these nineteenth
century publications one minor irritation is the method used to acknowl-
edge the sources of these illustrations the citations do not appear on the
page where the reproduction appears rather they are found in a note
buried at the end oftheodtheof the author title index 456 the facsimiles are appro-
priatelypriately reproduced in actual size yet nowhere is this stated to be the case

crawley is a tireless and meticulous student of the early mormon
book and this bibliography reflects his tenacity his book is a must for
mormon librarians collectors and serious students of early mormon his-
tory unfortunately this book may be difficult to acquire as unusually
rapid sales have made the work scarce

the massive studies in mormon history a huge volume printed in
double column syz by ii11 inch format with over 1150 pages is the compi-
lation of two independent mormon bibliographies that enumerate pub-
lished sources primarily of the twentieth century the larger bibliography
consisting of historical sources and comprising most of the book was cre-
ated by three mormon historians james B alienallenailen professor emeritus of
history at BYU ronald W walker professor of history at BYU and direc-
tor of research at the joseph fielding smith institute for LDS church his-
tory at BYU and david J whittaker curator of nineteenth century
western and mormon manuscripts in the L tom perry special collections
at BYUs harold B lee library the smaller bibliography consisting of
social science sources was created by armand L mauss emeritus profes-
sor of sociology and religious studies from washington state university
and his research assistant dynettedanette ivie reynolds this valuable reference
book combines and indexes the vast historical and social science sources
compiled from these two databases
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studies in mormon history begins with an introduction defining the
authors scope and methodology next is the body of the bibliography
listing thousands of separate historical and social science sources dealing
with mormonism including more than 260026002300 books over 1040010400 articles
more than 180018001380 theses and dissertations and over 150 significant type
scripts and task papers ix arranged in bibliographic form alphabetically
by author this section comprising 460460 pages contains both the histori-
cal entries from the allen walker whittaker database plus the social science
entries from the mauss reynolds database to form a comprehensive bibli-
ography of academic sources on mormonism also included among the
entries ofbooksofbooks articles theses and dissertations are entries for individual
chapters taken from anthologies on mormon subjects entries of this sort
are particularly valuable because they are often missed by bibliographersbibliographers
and library catalogerscatalogers as well

the next section 586 pages long is a massive subject and name index
of just the historical entries arranged into literally thousands of subject
categories and formatted in abbreviated bibliographic form the subject cate-
gories run the gamut from the obvious to the obscure from abolition-
ism abortion and academic freedom to ZCMI zelph and
zions camp

the final section a social science topical guide is a subject index of
just the social science entries arranged into twenty one broad subject areas
and further subdivided into a total of sixty three social science subject
categories this is the smallest of the three sections 85 pages

because many scholarly works cover more than one topic or subtopic
the same abbreviated entry often appears in several subject categories the
resulting repetition of entriesofentries is ofcourseof course what makes a subject index useful
undoubtedly the index and topical guide will be the most utilized portions
of studies in mormon history here one can begin a study of the secondary
literature on nearly any imaginable subject or subtopic of mormonism

while all published bibliographies have their strengths and weak-
nesses the strong point of this exhaustive compilation is its comprehen-
sivenesssiveness the compilers have attempted to be all inclusive of sources they
classify as serious scholarship x additionally they have included
some sources deemed not as scholarly such as biographical sketches but
nevertheless useful to mormon studies also included are sources on utah
history that are not specifically mormon but are not easily segregated from
mormon history the compilers have excluded non english publications
uncritically written family histories the literature of mormon schismatic
groups book reviews and faith promoting literature x if anything
the compilers have consciously erred on the side of inclusiveness
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one flaw that cannot go unnoted is the way the compilers have sorted
title entries works without an explicitly noted author in the bibliogra-
phy portion of the book these three hundred title entries are grouped
together under the heading author unidentified the compilers
acknowledge this unusual arrangement in a footnote on page three
explaining that the computer program used to produce the bibliography
did not allow for the proper sorting routine known as an author titletitle
sort A better solution although admittedly more time consuming would
have been to insert these entries manually in their correct alphabetical
order after so many years ofworkofwork on this bibliography the additional time
to manually enter the title entries properly would have been insignificant

yet as with A descriptive bibliography of the mormon church the
value of studies in mormon history is unarguable no research library
with mormon collections can afford to be without these two references on
its shelf and no student of mormonism will fail to benefit from consult-
ing their pages

larrylarrywW draper is curator ofofamericanaamericana and mormonism in the special collections
and manuscripts department of the harold B lee library brigham young university

i1 the crawley book may be considered new even though it has a publication date
of 1997 the book did not actually appear until late 1998 due to delays at wind river
press ofaustinof austin texas

2 see peter crawley A bibliography of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints in newyorknew york ohio and missouri byustudiesBYU Studies 12 summer 1972 465 537 peter
crawley and chad J flake A mormon fifty provo utah friends of the brigham
young university library 1984 and peter crawley and david J whittaker mormon
imprints in great britain and the empire 1836 1857 provo utah friends of the
brigham young university library 1987

3 most notably A mormon bibliography 1830 19301930 books pamphlets periodicals
and broadsidesBroad sides relating to the first century ofmormonismof mormonism ed chad J flake salt lake
city university ofutah press 1978 and its sequel chad J flake and larry W draper
comps A mormon bibliography 1830 1930 ten year supplement salt lake city uni-
versity of utah press 1989

4 this volume covers the first eighteen years of church publishing crawleyscrawlersCrawleys sec-
ond volume will cover from 1848 to 1852 volume three will cover from 1853 to 1857

5 the flake number refers to the listings in the two mormon bibliography volumes
listed in note 3

6 the dennis number refers to mormon publications in the welsh language
listed in ronald D dennis welsh mormon writings from 1844 to 1862 A historical bib-
liographylio provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1988


